
UI Artist

Come work in a positive, inclusive environment with a talented team creating exceptional
games. Runaway is a self publishing studio - we create original IP games for Free to Play
Mobile.

Our required artist will be a talented designer able to create amazing user experiences. They
will have an eye for clean and artful design, have an understanding of UI principles and
knowledge in responsive design.

Runaway brand values are reflected in everything we do.
Our why: Games are Engines of Happiness - bringing light to people's days to make the world a
better place.
Our how: Players Come First. A Diverse, Inclusive and Supportive Culture. A Culture of
Excellence. Building a Trusted Brand For Life.
Our what: Games Inspired by the Natural World.

Responsibilities

This is what we aim to have you doing in the role, with assistance and support. If you have
areas you need to develop, we will work with you on these areas to get you feeling confident
and comfortable.

Games
● You will have a passion for games and work within a development team to create and

advise on the UI in our mobile games.
● You will be able to create assets, style guides, wireframes.
● Your UI will need to clearly consider the gameplay, themes and be easily accessible to

players.
● Being able to work in Unity and implement design elements would be a very practical

skill in this area.

App Store
● You will enjoy communicating directly with our users and analyzing customer responses.
● Have an interest in App Store Optimisation and work within the app store, creating

screenshots, app icons, and previews.
● You will experiment with assets using A/B testing.



Social media
● You will be engaged with our social media platforms and use these as ways to conduct

consumer research and evaluate feedback.
● Work with the marketing team to create attention grabbing art and encourage meaningful

interactions with our audience.

Skills & Experience

The following skills are preferred for this role. You are not expected to have all the skills on this
list - we can support people to further develop skills as needed.

● Experience with web and mobile app design.
● Working knowledge of responsive design and grid principles.
● Graphic design skills: Strong typography, layout and visual design.
● Working knowledge of industry tools: Photoshop, Illustrator and other visual design /

wireframing tools. (Unity would be a bonus)
● Working knowledge of the ideation and creation of UI design deliverables: Sitemaps,

user flows, wireframes, lo-fi and hi-fi layouts, prototypes.
● Have a strong sense of what users expect from software and apps. Understand how

design elements work with backend elements to balance attractive design with ease of
use.

● Advanced problem-solving skills and the ability to optimize data for the best possible
outcome.

● Continued education and research into UI trends and current design strategy and
technology.

● Required to work across cross-functional teams, will need to be flexible and have high
communication, presentation and documentation skills.

● Capable of self management.
● Can lead / direct design thinking and advise others.
● Strong attention to detail.

Apply

We take pride in our positive, friendly culture and hire people who want to be part of making
something special with us. We’re an inclusive group and encourage applications from people
with diverse backgrounds. We provide a flexible, positive workplace environment - if you feel
excited about joining us, we’d love to hear from you. Please send your cover letter and resume
to: kylie@runawayplay.com


